R4BP 3.14.1 release note

Below you can find the new functionalities that have been introduced in the release 3.14.1.

**New case types initiated by industry**

- AA-ADC – to perform an administrative change to existing information in an Article 95 asset.

**Enhancement of case types initiated by industry**

- The wizard of the AS-ACC case type has been modified to enable the applicant:
  - ✓ to introduce information on the PTs selected for a Letter of Access application type;
  - ✓ to report information on the asset owner supplier type (product or substance supplier);
  - ✓ to report a non-EU legal entity, if applying on its behalf.
- New validations have been introduced in the same wizard to prevent submissions of applications with prospective asset owners not located in EU.
- The AA-TRS case type has been adapted to enable the recipient of the transfer to indicate whether it’s acting on behalf of a non-EU legal entity.

**Migration of Article 95 assets and cases containing the indication multiple Active Substance – PT (AS/PT) and/or Annex I combinations**

An application for inclusion in Article 95 supports the selection of multiple AS/PT combinations. Since this release, the outcome of a positive decision on this type of application led to a single asset where all AS/PT – Annex I combinations were listed.

In light of the planned Article 95 automatic generation in the dissemination website, every old asset containing multiple AS/PT – Annex I combinations has been migrated to as many single assets as the number of AS/PT – Annex I combinations in it.

The newly migrated assets will be linked to the old ones in the asset details page. An event in the event history of the corresponding case generating the old asset has also been added to report on this migration. In addition, the newly created assets will be marked with a reference to indicate the origin from a migration exercise.

All newly created assets will contain information on supplier type and non-EU representative as available in the current Article 95 list: it is up to the applicants updating the information, if not available, by using the AA-ADC case type.

Finally, the enhanced AS-ACC case type, even though keeping the option to apply for multiple AS/PT – Annex I combinations in one go, has been consequently modified to generate one asset per selected entry as well as all ongoing AS-ACC cases have been migrated to support the same outcome.